
Seeing is Believing

Innovative optic 
and control technology make 
LSI’s XRMU and XRSU a perfect roadway lighting solution 

Available in two sizes and multiple 
distributions (Type 3, FT and Type 5)

Super Saver (SS) or High Output (HO) 
driver currents for outstanding performance 
– excellent illumination, uniformity and 
improves trespass control

One-piece housing ensures protection from 
rain and contaminants 

Accepts a range of mast arms from 
1-1/4” (1.66” O.D.) to 2” 2.375”(O.D.) for 
mounting on roadway or utility poles

Adjustable +/-5° with integral leveling bubble for 
fixture leveling

 
                   - Sophisticated controls such as 
dimming, bi-level switching and LSI Virticus 
wireless controls and information systems 
translate to tremendous energy savings 

Minimum 60,000 – 100,000 hours expected life 

Maintenance-free

Meets luminaire Vibration 3G requirements

5 year warranty

Designed to IES Model Lighting Ordinance Standards & Comply with 
illumination guidelines set by IESNA RP-8

American Made

American Innovation

enabled 

enabled 

RETROFIT NOW
Start Saving Energy 

TODAY!

LED XRMU/XRSU Roadway Lighting
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Designed and built around LSI’s own Crossover LED Lighting Technology and 
SmartTec intelligence platforms, our LED solutions are second to none. The 
XRMU and XRSU contain intelligent components designed, engineered and 
manufactured by LSI specifically to work in unison to deliver the most efficient and 
reliable lighting solution possible.

SmartTec ensures optimum fixture performance, energy efficiency, delivered 
lumens per watt, longevity and an impressive ROI. 

A Complete System - 
Roadway Fixture, Mast Arm & Tenon Pole or Just the Fixture 

LED Roadway Fixture (XRMU/XRSU)
Lightweight, low profile design gives a clean look when installed.  Housings 
feature a tapered rear design, allowing fixtures to be mounted to a range of 
mast arms from 1-¼” (1.66” O.D.) to 2” (2.375” O.D.) pipe using an internal 
clamping bracket.  Tenon reducers are available for larger existing mast arms.

 

Tenon Poles - Steel or Aluminum
Quality polyester-powder coated poles 

Steel poles finished with LSI’s patented DuraGrip® finish (5-year limited    
warranty on finish).  DuraGrip Plus finish option available with 7-year 
limited warranty

2” (2-3/8” O.D. X 4-3/4” tall) high-strength pipe tenon

LSI LIGHTING SOLUTIONS 
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LSI > Experience the Difference

LSI Mast Arm
 4’, 6’ and 8’ aluminum tapered elliptical arm lengths

 Heat treated to T6 temper

 Single and D180°  mounting configurations

 Mounts to poles with 2”  pipe (2.375” O.D.) tenon

 Arms with 32” rise
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Order your entire LED XRMU/XRSU Roadway System from LSI to Guaranty a 
Continuous Color Match on the Fixture, Mast Arm and Pole.

SmartTec™ - The LSI Difference

Ordering Your Roadway Lighting from LSI is as Easy as 1, 2, 3!


